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ABSTRACT

The multichannel switch is an architecture widely used for ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode). It is known that the fault tolerant characteristic can be incorporated into the multichannel crossbar switching fabric. For example, if a link belonging to a multichannel group fails, the remaining links can assume responsibility for some of the traffic on the failed link. On the other hand, if a fault occurs in a switching element, it can lead to erroneous routing and sequencing in the multichannel switch. We investigate several fault localization algorithms in multichannel crossbar ATM switches with a view to early fault recovery. The optimal algorithm gives the best performance in terms of time to localization but it is computationally complex which makes it difficult to implement. We develop an on-line algorithm which is computationally more efficient than the optimal one. We evaluate its performance through simulation. The simulation results show that the performance of the on-line algorithm is only slightly sub-optimal for both random and bursty traffic. There are cases where the proposed on-line algorithm cannot pinpoint down to a single fault. We enumerate those cases and investigate the causes. Finally, a fault recovery algorithm is described which utilizes the information provided by the fault localization algorithm. The fault recovery algorithm provides additional rows and columns to allow cells to detour the faulty element.

1. Introduction

Multichannel switches exploit the concept of channel grouping to provide higher performance (e.g., throughput, cell loss probability, delay) in ATM switches [1-8]. Instead of being routed to a specific output channel, a cell is routed to any channel belonging to an appropriate channel group. Very often, especially in the interior of the ATM network, it is sufficient to specify the path of the connection, not the specific channels within the path. This implies that a cell can be routed to any channel of a switch within a group of output channels, provided that it eventually leads to the correct end point via the same path.

As the demand for new applications soars, greater variability in bandwidth and traffic characteristics (e.g., session duration, burstiness) is expected. The advantages of statistically sharing a higher channel capacity under such conditions are well known [9]. For example, the link efficiency is increased as a result of the decreased
burstiness of the incoming traffic. Bit pipes of higher rates are formed which allow a number of applications to share bandwidth by dynamically allocating time slots. A larger channel group size is less likely to incur blocking for a single ATM cell, for a burst of cells, or for a request for a new session. Similarly, other performance measures such as cell delay, probability of buffer over- flow, and congestion improve when multiple channels are grouped together as a single resource.

Almost all implementations of fault-tolerant multistage interconnection networks (MINs) introduces redundancy in the network [15]. Most of these solutions are expensive in terms of number of extra switch modules per stage, and/or the size of the switching elements. These solutions have a high hardware complexity which needs complex and routing algorithms. Moreover, if resequencing of cells is needed at the end of the transmission of messages then it will be costly not only in terms of the additional logic or hardware needed but in terms of the additional delay to be incurred when doing the resequencing.

Benes network, multiplane or parallel banyan network [16], and Itch's network [17] are examples of fault-tolerant networks [18].

One of the important advantages of multichannel switches is the incorporation of inherent fault tolerance into the switching fabric [10]. For example, if a link which belongs to a multichannel group fails, the remaining links can assume responsibility for some of the traffic on the failed link. On the other hand, if a fault occurs in a switching element, it can lead to erroneous routing and sequencing in multichannel switches. We investigate this for multichannel architectures based on crossbars.

The problem we investigate is the rapid localization of faults in the switching element of a multichannel crossbar. The ability to localize such faults [11-13] rapidly allows for the incorporation of on-line fault recovery algorithms using redundant switching elements. Localization allows us to reduce the hardware overhead of extra switching elements by rerouting cells over only a small portion of the switch fabric.

In Section II we introduce the MCDC and MCOC architecture and the fault models we consider. In Section III we formulate an optimal time-to-detection fault localization algorithm and present simulation results. In Section IV, we describe a fault recovery algorithm which uses fault localization information obtained beforehand to route cells around a faulty switching element in the crossbar. Finally in Section V we describe an on-line algorithm and compare simulation results for it with those for the optimal algorithm. And we also investigate unlocalizable fault conditions and their causes.

2. MCDC and MCOC

Crossbar based switch modules provide space, power and clocking advantages [7,14,8] and integrate well with multichannel architectures. In particular, we use the Multichannel Deflection Crossbar (MCDC) and the Multichannel One-turn Crossbar (MCOC) architectures as our canonical architectures [7,14].

![Figure 1] Multichannel deflection crossbar architecture
2.1 MCDC

(Figure 1) shows an MCDC with 8 incoming inputs, 8 recirculating inputs and 8 output channels. It consists of a routing crossbar and a concentrator with recirculation paths connecting the output of the concentrator to the upper half of the input of the routing crossbar. Arriving cells enter the MCDC from the input channels located at the lower left portion of the routing crossbar and are destined for the output channels located at the top of the routing crossbar. We call the area in the routing crossbar including the rows in which arriving cells enter, the input region, and the area in the routing crossbar including the rows in which recirculating cells enter, the recirculation region, as indicated in (Figure 1). Each arriving cell has an output port address called Requested Group Number (RGN). This group number information is used to route the cell to the correct output port within the switch module. Each output channel is allocated a certain group number called the Column Group Number (CGN).

A crosspoint in the routing crossbar is a 2×2 switch element (SE). The main function of a 2×2 element is to determine the connection between two inputs (located to the left and below the crosspoint) and two outputs (located to the right and above the crosspoint). Each 2×2 element is set in one of the following two states during the switching operation as shown in (Figure 2).

- **Match state**: This state corresponds to \( A = B \), where \( A \) is the group number of the vertical link (i.e., the CGN of the column) and \( B \) is the RGN of the cell appearing on the horizontal link. In this state the input from the left is connected to the output to the above and the input below the crosspoint is connected to the output to the right.

- **Bypass state**: This state corresponds to \( A \neq B \). In this state the input from the left is connected to the output to the right and the input below the crosspoint is connected to the output to the above.

In each time slot, the states of 2×2 elements are computed first, and then the cells traverse along the path determined by the computed state of elements. Each cell moves horizontally rightward and when it encounters a 2×2 element in the match state, it starts to move vertically upwards. While a cell is traveling upwards, if a 2×2 element above is in the match state, it is deflected to the right, traveling horizontally rightward. The horizontal movement continues until another 2×2 element in the match state is encountered. If there is no other 2×2 element in the match state, the horizontal movement continues and the cell arrives at the input to the concentrator to be concentrated and recirculated.

The main function of the concentrator is to recirculate the cells that cannot exit from the routing crossbar in the present time slot to the input of the routing crossbar so that the cells can vie for the output again in the following time slot. The concentrator is a crossbar with the same number of horizontal rows as the routing crossbar as shown in (Figure 1). The state of a 2×2 element is determined by the logic operation, \( A + B \). \( A \) is the state of the 2×2 element directly above, i.e., \( A = 1 \), if the element above is in the match state, and \( A = 0 \) if it is in the bypass state. \( B \) indicates whether or not there is a cell arriving from the left at the crosspoint, i.e., \( B = 1 \) if there is a cell, and \( B = 0 \) otherwise. If the result of the operation \( A + B \) equals 1, then the 2×2 element goes into the match state. Otherwise, it is set to the bypass state. Note that a cell entering the concentrator can shift up at most by \( N \) rows if there are \( N \) columns in the concentrator (Think of the case when all the element it hits are set to the match state).

The recirculation paths provide shared buffering for the cells experiencing output contention. These cells are fed back to the input in order to vie for the output with the newly arriving cells in the next time slot. Delay elements are needed to provide separation between time slots.

2.2 MOOC

Another way of implementing the multichannel crossbar is to provide only one turn instead of several turns as in the MCDC. (Figure 3) illustrates the MOOC architecture. It also consists of a routing crossbar and a concentrator, but each element is configured differently from that in the MCDC. The MOOC requires a centralized controller which controls the state of each element in the routing crossbar according to the CGN configuration and the RGN of cells in the left portion and in the concentrator according to the RGN of input cells to...
the concentrator. The controller sets up the elements such that there is only one turn from an input port to an output port in the routing crossbar and in the concentrator (In the concentrator the input ports become the output ports of the routing crossbar and the output ports become the input ports to the shared buffer). For example, the first column of channel group whose group number is $j$ is deflected only once at the intersection with the highest row among the rows whose RGNs are $j$. The second column of channel group $j$ is deflected only once at the intersection with the second highest row among the rows whose RGNs are $j$. If there are more cells than available output channel in a slot, then the rows of the extra cells do not have any switch element configured as match state so that those extra cells can be routed to the concentrator for recirculation.

The concentrator can be considered as another routing crossbar, where the incoming cells to the concentrator are considered to have an identical RGN $k$ and all the output ports are assigned with CGN $k$ so that the incoming cells appear upward as compactly as possible without an empty row in the recirculation region in the following time slot.

We assume that each cell keeps its input port information while traveling along the path within the system to the output port so that the output port knows which input port the cell entered from.

2.3 Fault models

Throughout the investigation, we assume that the possible faults for the $2 \times 2$ SE are only either a stuck-at match (abbreviated as $s\cdot a\cdot m$) or stuck-at-bypass (abbreviated as $s\cdot a\cdot b$) fault. The $s\cdot a\cdot m$ fault is a fault wherein the state of a $2 \times 2$ SE is permanently held in the match state and the $s\cdot a\cdot b$ fault is a fault wherein the state of a $2 \times 2$ element is permanently held in the bypass state. In addition, we allow only for the possibility of a single fault. In reality, the probability of multiple faults is much smaller than that of a single fault justifying our assumption.

2.4 Notation

Before we proceed further let us define several variables for ease of explanation. $N$ denotes the number of input ports for newly arriving cells in the input region and the number of output ports as well. We have $R$ recirculation paths, i.e., shared buffers for the cells which could not exit through the output ports from the system in the previous slot. Then $M=N+R$, where $M$ is the total number of rows in routing crossbar. Let $K$ be the total number of channel groups in the system, and $C_k$ be the group capacity of the $k$th channel group, $k=0, 1, \ldots, K-1$. The group capacity is defined as the number of output channels (columns) assigned to the same channel group. For example, in (Figure 1), $N=8$, $R=8$, $M=16$, $K=6$, $C_0=1$, $C_1=1$, $C_2=1$, $C_3=1$, $C_4=1$, and $C_5=1$.

3. Optimal Algorithm

In this section we develop an optimal localization al-
algorithm in terms of time to locate a faulty SE in the switch fabric. This algorithm is complex to implement and is investigated as the lower bound it provides for time to localize a failed element.

### 3.1 Algorithm

We consider only two types of faults in this fault localization scheme, $s-a-m$ and $s-a-b$ faults, as assumed earlier, which means that there are $2MN$ possible single faults in the $M \times N$ routing crossbar. However, due to the architecture and routing procedure in the MCDC and MCOC certain faults do not cause any deviation from normal operation (because either a switch element must always be in a particular state which coincides with the stuck-at fault for the element or because cells never reach the faulty element). They are called undetectable faults: let there be $u$ of those. Hence we have hypotheses to test ($2MN-u$ cases of the localizable faults plus a case of the non-faulty case).

The optimal algorithm works as follows: First we assume $2MN-u+1$ imaginary switch systems along with an actual presumed faulty switch system (which is being tested). At the beginning of the algorithm we include all $2MN-u+1$ hypotheses in the favored hypothesis set. At each cell time slot, we store the input port information of output cells in the system, i.e., which rows they entered, and input port information of recirculating cells appearing in the following cell time slot $j+1$, i.e., which cells appeared in what rows. What the algorithm does is to keep $H_i$ in the favored hypothesis set if

$$P(f_i | O_1, O_2, \ldots, O_T) > 0$$

and remove $H_i$ from the set the first time when

$$P(f_i | O_1, O_2, \ldots, O_T) = 0$$

in the current time slot $T$. Suppose we remove $H_i$ from the favored hypothesis set before Equation (2) is satisfied, i.e., while the outputs from simulation and the actual tested system match. Then the probability of correct detection will be less than one because hypothesis $H_i$ may be true, which contradicts the given condition. Therefore the algorithm is optimal in time for detection.

### 3.2 Simulation Results of Optimal Algorithm

(Figure 4) shows the average numbers of required cell time slots until localization for $s-a-m$ and $s-a-b$ at each element in MCDC using the optimal algorithm. We used $M=16$, $N=8$ and the CGN assignment of $(0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3)$ at the output ports. It is assumed that the RGNs of the input cells were uniformly distributed in proportion to the group capacity of channel groups used in the system, i.e., in this example the probabilities of an incoming cell having RGN 0, 1, 2, and 3 are 1/4, 1/4, 1/4 and 1/4 respectively. It is also assumed that the traffic at one input port is independent of that at the other port. We used a traffic intensity of 0.7, i.e., 7 out of 10 slots are filled with cells on average.

First it is noticeable that the average numbers of slots for localization of $s-a-b$ are greater than those for $s-a-m$. It is because localization of a $s-a-m$ ($s-a-b$) requires a bypass (match) configuration on the faulty location (These opposite configurations cause cells to go in the other direction and result in different output cell combination from that in the non-faulty case), and the probability of match configurations in a slot is smaller than that of bypass configurations, which results in more cell time slots for localization of $s-a-b$.

We observe that the number of slots for localization is greater in the lower recirculation region, i.e., in input row 5, 6, and 7, than the other locations in both $s-a-m$ and $s-a-b$ cases. This is because when cells enter the concentrator they are shifted upward by at most $N$ rows.
in MCDC and therefore it is difficult for cells to appear at the lower position among the input ports from the re-circulation paths.

We also notice that in the case of $s-a-m$ in (Figure 4) (a), the slot numbers for localization at the elements far away from the input ports are higher overall than those near the input ports, while in the case of $s-a-b$ in (Figure 4) (b), the slot numbers for localization are even overall in any row in MCDC. This can be explained as follows: In order for a fault to be localized we need to have at least one mismatched output. To have the mismatched output, if the fault is a $s-a-m$ ($s-a-b$) the corresponding element should be configured as bypass (match) state and the element should be reached by a cell. In the case of a $s-a-m$ fault since a cell can exit through the output port from the system before it reach the faulty switch element, the element far away from the input ports will have less chance for cell to reach, which results in more slots for localization. But in the case of a $s-a-b$ since only the cell which wants to deflect at the faulty location can help the localization process and the distribution of the deflecting cells is uniform due to the uniformity assumption of incoming cells' RGN, we have an even distribution of slots numbers for localization.

(Figure 5) shows the average number of slots for localization when the input traffic is bursty. We considered the cell arrivals to be ON-OFF sources, i.e., the cell arrivals alternate between the ON (arriving) and OFF (idle) states. Cell arrivals only occur in the ON state. The durations of ON and OFF periods are independent random variables exponentially distributed with means $1/\alpha$ and $1/\beta$ for ON and OFF periods, respectively. We define the burstiness as the mean value of the exponential distribution for state ON in the ON-OFF process, i.e., $1/\alpha$ and traffic intensity as $\beta/\alpha$. We used burstiness of 5 and traffic intensity of 0.7 for simulation.

We see that the numbers of slots for localization in (Figure 5) are significantly lower compared to the case without burstiness in (Figure 4). This is because the burstiness of the input cells creates more recirculating cells and gives more chances for the cells to reach the lower recirculation region.
(Figure 6) shows the average numbers of required cell time slots until localization for \( s-a-m \) and \( s-a-b \) at each element in MCOC using the optimal algorithm. We used the same condition as applied in the case of MCDC. We see the slope of the number of slots for localization in the recirculation region is less steep in MCOC than the one in MCDC. This is because the concentrator in MCDC shifts cells upward at most by \( N \) even though there is an empty path above and hence the recirculating cells appear at the lower rows in the recirculation region, while the concentrator in MCOC shifts cells upward as compact as possible and the recirculating cells always start to fill up rows from the top row in the recirculation region.

(Figure 7) shows the average numbers of required cell time slots until localization for \( s-a-m \) and \( s-a-b \) at each element in MCOC using the optimal algorithm for bursty traffic.

4. Fault Recovery Algorithm

Once a fault is detected and located, it is desired that the switch recovers from the fault.

Instead of duplicating the entire switching plane, we use shared rows and columns as backups for faulty SEs. Consider (Figure 8) where the routing crossbar is shown with two additional columns and two additional rows: one spare row and one spare column of SEs and one Input Shifter column and one Output Shifter row. The Input Shifter column and the Output Shifter row are used to make the path correction. Suppose that through the fault localization method proposed earlier, a fault on the 2×2 element located at the i-th row and j-th column has been detected. Then as shown in the figure, it is possible to eliminate the effect of the fault from the switch operation by reassignment of rows and columns by utilizing the additional rows and columns. In essence, this mechanism diverts the cells from the faulty paths to the unaffected capacity, utilizing all available capacity at its fullest, instead of passively accepting the degraded performance level.

In (Figure 8), two extra rows and two extra columns are needed to completely mask a single fault in the routing crossbar. Suppose the SE indicated with a box is faulty. Then, the input shifter shifts down all input ports to the
rows by one below the faulty element, thus bypassing the faulty column and using the spare row in the process. The faulty column is not used and all columns are shifted to the right by one (thus using the spare column). The output shifter is used to shift the columns left by one in order to be aligned with the output channels.

( Figure 8 ) Fault recovery in Routing Crossbar

This scheme can be extended to masking $k$ faults (Even though only a single fault is considered in the localization process). For example, it is possible to mask two faults by the addition of four extra rows (two rows for input shifter and two spare rows) and four extra columns (two columns for output shifter and two spare columns).

5. On-Line Localization

In this section, we develop an on-line fault localization scheme. The method is computationally more efficient than the optimal algorithm and its performance only slightly suboptimal. First, we present the basic concept upon which the proposed fault localization scheme is based. Then we describe the fault localization algorithm. Finally, we discuss some incompletely localizable fault conditions which cannot be localized to a single element.

5.1 Algorithm

We again utilize the entering row number information of incoming and recirculating cells. Once the RGNs of input cells at the input ports and the CGNs at the output ports are known, we can easily compute the exact path through which each cell will follow when there is no fault according to the switch configuration rules of MCDC or MOC described earlier. Then we compare the correct output cells from the nonfaulty system with those from the system being tested to locate a possible faulty 2×2 element.

We define a $s\cdot a\cdot m$ indicator matrix $H_a$ and a $s\cdot a\cdot b$ indicator matrix $H_b$. The size of each indicator matrix is the same as the size of the routing crossbar, i.e., $M\times N$. Each element in $H_a$ and $H_b$ represents a suspicion value which is a measure of the current suspiciousness of the corresponding element with regard to $s\cdot a\cdot m$ and $s\cdot a\cdot b$ respectively. That is, the bigger the value in $H_a$ and $H_b$ is, the more suspicious the element is with regard to $s\cdot a\cdot m$ and $s\cdot a\cdot b$ respectively.

The suspicion value is set to 0 initially. As the localization process proceeds, the suspicion value increases by one in a cell time slot, whenever the outputs from the nonfaulty and tested systems do not match and the corresponding element lies on the correct paths of the mismatched outputting cells. Here the correct path means the path which the cell would have taken if there had not been a fault. Consequently, after enough cell time slots have passed, the unchanged value 0 in $H_a$ and $H_b$ means that the corresponding 2×2 element is not $s\cdot a\cdot m$ and not $s\cdot a\cdot b$, respectively, at the moment.

Since we already know the RGNs of cells entering input ports and the CGNs at the output channels, we can compute the paths of entering cells and predict what cells will come out of the output ports. As mentioned earlier, cells traveling in MCDC will carry their own input port number information, i.e., the row numbers which they entered. We can compare the row (port) numbers of the cells coming out from MCDC being tested with the row (port) numbers coming out from the nonfaulty MCDC. If those row numbers are not the same, we know there is at least one faulty element on the correct path of the routed cell and therefore increase the corresponding suspicion values in either $H_a$ or $H_b$ according to the following rule: If the element on the correct path was configured as the bypass state, we increase the value in $H_a$ and if configured as the match state, we increase the value in $H_b$. If those input port numbers from both non-faulty and tested systems are the same, we judge that there is no fault on the path of the routed cell and then clear suspicion on all the elements lying on the path by setting the suspicion value to 0. If the element on the correct path was configured as bypass state, we set the suspicion value of $H_a$ to 0 and if configured as match state, we set the suspicion value of $H_b$ to 0. These elements set to 0 is never increased later because those elements are believed to be nonfaulty. We continue to do this until we get a unique maximum element in $H_a$ and $H_b$. 
Proposition: If the maximum of the suspicion values in $H_a$ and $H_b$ is achieved by a unique element, then the element associated with the unique maximum is the faulty element.

Proof: The suspicion values on the correct path increase when a cell is misrouted due to a fault on the correct path. Suppose the actual fault is a $s-a-m$ fault at a localizable location $A$ (i.e., a fault which can be localized by the algorithm above; the condition for localizability will be described shortly) and we have the unique maximum at location $B$ in any of $H_a$ and $H_b$ which is different from location $A$ in $H_a$. Let the suspicion value of $H_a$ at $A$ be $S_A$ and that at $B$ be $S_B$. By the given hypothesis, $S_A < S_B$. Since the mismatched outputs are solely due to the $s-a-m$ fault at location $A$, whenever we have mismatched outputs the algorithm always increase the suspicion value at location $A$ in $H_a$. Therefore whenever there is an increase in either $H_a$ or $H_b$, the suspicion value at $A$ in $H_a$ will be increased. Therefore $S_A \geq S_B$, i.e., we have a contradiction. This proves the proposition for the case of $s-a-m$. The argument is true when we have a $s-a-b$ fault as well. Q.E.D.

The algorithm is repeated until there exists a unique maximum among elements in either $H_a$ or $H_b$. After the algorithm is repeated long enough, most of the values become zero because most elements are marked as free of $s-a-m$ or free of $s-a-b$ when paths are confirmed as non-faulty.

5.2 Simulation Results of On-Line Localization algorithm

We applied the same condition as in the case of the optimal case. That is, we applied the on-line algorithm for MCDC with $M=16$, $N=8$, and the CGN assignment of $(0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3)$ at the output ports. We assume that the RGNs of the input cells are uniformly distributed in proportion to the capacities of the CGNs with traffic intensity of 0.7 and the traffic at one input port are independent of the traffic at the other port.

(Figure 9) and (Figure 10) shows the number of cell time slots until localization of a single fault at the corresponding location on the average over 100 simulations for $s-a-m$ and $s-a-b$ faults in the MCDC and MCOC, respectively. In the case of the MCOC, the output graphs show a similar pattern.

We also used bursty traffic as input. (Figure 11) shows the number of slots for localization for bursty input in the MCDC.
5.3 Incompletely Localizable Faults

There are cases where the proposed algorithm cannot pinpoint down to a single fault. This occurs when there is no unique element with the maximum value among the elements either H_a or H_b. In some cases, cells either never go through the faulty element, or the faulty element which is stuck at a certain state always needs to be configured as the faulty state (either s-a-m or s-a-b). In those cases, suspicion values never increase in either H_a or H_b.

Those undetectable do not cause any problem to normal operation as long as the CGN configuration remains unchanged. In what follows we classify all the incompletely localizable faults s-a-m and s-a-b in the MCDC.

(1) Unlocalizable Stuck-At-Match Faults in MCDC

Unlocalizable s-a-m faults in the MCDC must belong to one of the five categories described below.

a. Consider a channel group other than the rightmost one in the routing crossbar. When the group capacity of the channel group is C_k (k = 0, ..., K - 1, K is the total number of channel groups), where C_k is greater than 1 and the channel group starts at column j, unlocalizable s-a-m faults are positioned at the following locations.

\[
\begin{align*}
(A+1, B-2) & \quad (A+1, B-1) \\
(A+2, B-3) & \quad (A+2, B-1) \\
\vdots & \quad \vdots \\
(M-1, j) & \quad (M-1, B-3) (M-1, B-2) (M-1, B-1)
\end{align*}
\]

where A = M - C_k and B = j + C_k. In (Figure 13), the solid slashes indicate the unlocalizable single s-a-m faults under the given output group channel configurations in a 16x8 MCDC. We can see clearly the above rule for unlocalizable s-a-m fault holds except for (13, 6) in (b) and (15, 4) in (c), where (i, j) indicates the location at row i (i = 0, ..., M - 1) and column j (j = 0, ..., N - 1). Those exceptional
cases are explained in (b) and (c) respectively. 

Reason: In order for a s-a-m fault to be localized a cell must try to pass straight through the faulty element either vertically or horizontally. But a cell can never pass straight vertically through the marked locations due to the output channel assignment (unless we have more rows below row 15). Therefore we have to rely on a cell passing straight horizontally through the faulty element for localization. For example, consider a s-a-m at (15, 3) in (Figure 13(a). The only way to send a cell horizontally through (15, 3) in (a) will be to insert a cell having RGN 2 in row 15. Then the proposed algorithm increases the suspicion values at (15, 3) and (15, 4) in Hs along with some other locations if the cell can exit from the system through the output port in the current cell time slot and result in a mismatch output. But the element at (15, 4) will never have a chance to be set as free of s-a-m, because any cell which wants to pass straight horizontally through (15, 4) will be deflected at (15, 3) due to the fault before it reaches (15, 4). Therefore there will be no unique maximum element throughout Hs and Hs. Note that in the proposed algorithm in order for an element to be set as free of s-a-m (s-a-m) a cell should pass through the element configured as bypass(match) state and exit from the system through the output port in the same slot. When a s-a-m fault is located at (15, 4) we need a cell passing straight horizontally through the fault, say a cell with RGN 2 in row 15, and then it will increase the suspicion value at (15, 3) and (15, 4) in Hs. And the element at (15, 3) will never be set as free of s-a-m because any cell which wants to pass straight horizontally through (15, 3) will be deflected at (15, 4) due to the fault and the algorithm will increase the values at (15, 3) and (15, 4) in Hs, which results in no unique maximum. The unlocalizable faults at the other locations can be explained by the same argument.

b. When the rightmost channel group has a group capacity Ck=1 and the second rightmost channel group has a group capacity Ck=2, then the s-a-m fault at (M-Ck-1, N-2) is unlocalizable. (Figure 13(b)) shows the same kind of unlocalizable s-a-m at (13, 6).

Reason: In order for the s-a-m at (13, 6) to be localized, we need a cell having RGN 3 at row 13. The cell passes straight through (13, 6) and always deflects at (13, 7) so that the suspicion value at (13, 6) in Hs and the value at (13, 7) in Hs always increase together. In order for the suspicion value at (13, 7) in Hs to be cleared, a cell should enter (13, 7) either through the left link or through the lower link, deflect and exit from the system through the output port in the same cell time slot. But the cell entering through the left link never exists due to the s-a-m at (13, 6) on the left of (13, 7) and the cell entering through the lower link and deflecting rightward ((13, 7) should be configured as s-a-m in order for s-a-m to be cleared) will never come out of the system through the output port in the current slot. Therefore the suspicion value at (13, 7) will never be cleared, which makes the s-a-m at (13, 6) unlocalizable.

c. When the second rightmost channel group has a group capacity Ck=2 which is not equal to 1, the s-a-m at the lowest row on the second rightmost channel group is unlocalizable. (Figure 13(c)) shows that a s-a-m at (15, 4) is unlocalizable.

Reason: We want a cell to pass straight through the s-a-m element in order to localize it. The only way for a cell to pass straight through the faulty element at (15, 4) is to have a cell having RGN 3 at row 15. In the nonfaulty system the cell will pass straight through (15, 4) and always deflect at (15, 5). Therefore (15, 4) in Hs and (15, 5) in Hs always increase together when we have a mismatching output. In order to clear the value at (15, 5) in Hs, we have to insert a cell with RGN 3 in row 15, but the cell never reaches (15, 5) due to the fault at (15, 4).

d. When the group capacity of the rightmost channel group Ck=2 is smaller than that of any other channel group, then a s-a-m at (M-Ck, N-2) is unlocalizable. In (Figure 13(d)) the fault at (12, 7) is unlocalizable because the rightmost channel group has the smallest channel group capacity in the system.

Reason: In order to detect the s-a-m at (12, 7) in (Figure 13(d)), we need a cell to pass straight through (12, 7) either horizontally or vertically. But a cell cannot pass straight horizontally through (12, 7) since row 10 is the lowest row in the rightmost channel group region which a cell can travel horizontally. Note that when the smallest group capacity of the channel groups to the left of the rightmost channel group is Ck, then the lowest row a cell can pass straight horizontally through the rightmost column is
\( M-C_{\text{m}}-1 \). Therefore we need a cell to pass straight through \((12, 7)\) vertically. It is possible only when the incoming inputs have RGNs \((1,1, \ldots, 1,1,1)\), where the over-line indicates any group number which is not equal to the number under the over-line. (In (Figure 13)(d), \(\bar{T}\) becomes 0.) But it increases the suspicion values at \((12, 7)\) in \(H_a\) and at \((13, 7)\) in \(H_b\) together. In order to clear the value at \((15, 5)\) in \(H_b\), we need a cell deflecting at \((13, 7)\) either horizontally or vertically. But a cell entering \((13, 7)\) vertically does not exist due to the CGN configuration and a cell entering horizontally never comes out of the system due to the s-\(a\)-m fault at \((12, 7)\).

When the rightmost channel group has a group capacity \(C_{k-1}\) and no channel group to the left of the rightmost one has a group capacity less than \(C_{k-1}\), the single s-\(a\)-m faults at the following locations are undetectable s-\(a\)-m faults. Again, an undetectable fault is defined as a fault which does not affect normal switching operation and is not detected.

\[
\begin{align*}
(A, N-1) & \quad (A+1, N-2) \\
& \quad \vdots \\
(M-2, B) & \quad (M-2, N-2) \\
& \quad (M-1, B) & \quad (M-1, N-2)
\end{align*}
\]

where \(A=M-C_{k-1}\) and \(B=N-C_{k-1}\). In (Figure 13(a), (b), (c), and (d), all the dotted slashes indicate undetectable s-\(a\)-m fault locations. However, if any channel group to the left of the rightmost one has a group capacity less than \(C_{k-1}\), then the s-\(a\)-m fault at \((M-C_{k-2}, N-1)\) located in the upper right position of the above list becomes localizable. The s-\(a\)-m’s at \((13, 7)\) in (Figure 13(a) and (c) become localizable due to the same reason.

**Reason:** If no channel group to the left of the rightmost one has a group capacity less than \(C_{k-1}\), then no cell will reach the above locations except for those diagonal elements at \((M-C_{k-2}, N-1)\), \((M-C_{k-1}+1, N-2)\), \(\ldots\), and \((M-1, N-C_{k-1})\). Even those diagonal elements are always configured as the match state when there is an input cell entering the corresponding rows. Therefore all the faults in the above locations cannot affect normal operation.

(2) **Unlocalizable Stuck-At-Bypass Faults in MCDC:**

Unlocalizable s-\(a\)-b faults in the MCDC must belong to one of the following three categories.

a. When the rightmost channel group has a group capacity \(C_{k-1}\), the s-\(a\)-b at \((M-C_{k-1}, N-1)\) is unlocalizable. (13, 7) in (Figure 14) illustrates the corresponding unlocalizable s-\(a\)-b fault.

**Reason:** To localize the s-\(a\)-b at \((13, 7)\) we need cells with RGN 2 at row 13, 14, and 15. Then in the nonfaulty system the cell entering row 15 will reach \((13, 7)\). Then the cell deflects at \((13, 7)\) passes straight through \((12, 7)\) and comes out of the...
system through the output port if no row has an input cell having RGN 2 above row 13. In the faulty system the cell cannot come out through the output port due to the s-a-b fault at (13, 7). Therefore the suspicion values at (13, 7) in $H_a$ and at (12, 7) in $H_a$ always increase together, along with some other location. We need a cell passing straight through (12, 7) and exiting from the system through the output port in the same cell time slot, in order to clear the suspicion value at (12, 7) in $H_a$. Since a cell passing straight through (12, 7) horizontally does not come of the system through the output port in the current time slot, the case never happens. Moreover, a cell passing straight through (12, 7) vertically does not exist due to the s-a-b at (13, 7). (Note that a cell passing straight through (13, 7) vertically does not even exist under this channel group configuration.) Therefore we cannot clear the suspicion value at (12, 7) and there will be no unique maximum in both suspicion matrices.

b. When the rightmost channel group has a group capacity $C_k$, the s-a-b at (13, 7) in $H_a$ and (15, 5) in $H_a$ is unlocalizable. (15, 5) in (Figure 14) illustrates the corresponding unlocalizable s-a-b fault.

**Reason:** To localize the s-a-b at (15, 5), we need a cell having RGN 2 at row 15 so that the cell can deflect at (15, 5). Then the proposed algorithm increases the suspicion values at (15, 3) and (15, 4) in $H_a$ and (15, 5) in $H_a$ along with some other locations. In order to clear the suspicion values at (15, 3) and (15, 4) in $H_a$, we need a cell passing straight through those elements and coming out of the system in the same time slot. The only way for a cell to pass straight through those elements is to have a cell with RGN 2 at row 15, but the cell never comes out of the system due to the s-a-b at (15, 5). Therefore there is no way to clear those two values.

c. When a channel group has a group capacity $C_k$ and the first column of the channel group starts at column j, the single s-a-b faults at the following locations are undetectable.

\[
\begin{align*}
(A+1, B-1) & \\
(A+2, B-2) & (A+2, B-1) \\
& \\
(M-2, j+2) & \cdots & (M-2, N-2) & (M-2, B-1) \\
(M-1, j+1) & (M-1, j+2) & \cdots & (M-1, B-2) & (M-1, B-1)
\end{align*}
\]

where $A=M-C_k$ and $B=j+C_k$. In (Figure 14), all the dotted crosses indicate undetectable single s-a-b fault locations.

**Reason:** All locations marked with a dotted line cross are always passed through straight horizontally by cells except for the rightmost channel group region so that the s-a-b at the location other than the rightmost channel group region does not affect normal operation. The reason that the locations with the dotted crosses in the rightmost channel group region are not detected is because no cell passes the locations.

6. Conclusions

The problem we investigate is the rapid localization of faults in the switching element of a multichannel crossbar. The ability to localize faults rapidly allows for incorporation of online fault recovery algorithms using redundant switching elements. Localization allows us to reduce the hardware overhead of extra switching elements by rerouting cells over only a small portion of the switch fabric.

We have investigated two localization algorithms including the optimal one in the canonical multichannel crossbar switches, i.e., Multichannel Deflection Crossbar (MCDC) and Multichannel One-turn Crossbar (MCOC) for the fault types of a stuck-at-match and a stuck-at-bypass.

The optimal algorithm gives the best performance in terms of time to localization but suffers from computational complexity which makes it difficult to implement. The proposed algorithm is computationally more efficient than the optimal algorithm. The simulation results indicate that a s-a-b requires more time for localization than a s-a-m on average. It is because localization of a s-a-m (s-a-b) requires a bypass (match) configuration on the faulty location and the probability of match con-
Figurations in a slot is smaller than that of bypass configurations, which results in more cell time slots for localization of s–a–b. The simulation also results show that the bursty input traffic reduces the time to localization. It is because the burstiness helps cells reach the recirculation region which is hard to be reached by nonbursty traffic. A fault recovery algorithm has been described, which provides additional rows and columns to go around the faulty element. The on-line algorithm is computationally more efficient than the optimal algorithm and its performance only slightly sub-optimal. If the computational complexity of the on-line algorithm is considered to be still unrealistic, the outgoing cell information can be stored for a period of time and the faulty element can be localized using the information later. Several locations in the routing crossbar are unlocalizable due to the internal routing algorithm and the localization characteristics, but some of them do not affect the normal switching operation.
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